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Facilitating Change Through-A Simplified R & D,Process .

Research findings are seldom put into practice and there are un-

doubtedly numerous reasons for this. Bell (1975) suggests'that one 'f

the most important factors is.the failure of R & D personnel to invplve

program users in tile early stages of the research prodess. He further

points out that educational researchers have often chosen inappropriate

topics and areas Of inquiry rather than focusing on the most urgent and

pressing needs of students in the classroom ,and, the decision makers who.

must deiermiL the types of educational programs thlose students receive.

.4

The conclusions that Bell (1975) makes would suggest that there is a

need for a'new R & D process - a process that would allow researchers to

communicate more effectively with-18th users and administrators '(or
0

fundets) - a process that would facilitate the extension of research

findingslinto actual practice. This paper will suggest an R & D process

4P
which has demonstrated Its utility in addressing the issues deseilbed by

Bell. Following the description of the process itself, itsuyility will

be examined by describing its application in an ongoing project at the

National Technical Institute for the Dgaf.

o

Description of the Process .

The process suggested in this paper is by intent not complicated.

It consists of four primary phases. These-four phases represent the
4

broad sequence of activities necessary for advancing the embryo of an

* . .

.1 idea into the end goal of actual practice. the.four stages are:- -1)
...

I ...

Research, 2) Development, 3) Implementation, and 4) Maintenance.
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Evaluation is not listed as a separate stage since it occurs in all

stages. .Figure 1 depicts the four stage/3 and the relative.pecbmtages

4

of involvement of R & D personnel and the users for whom the program

is being produced.
do.

. ,

insert Figure 1 about here

T,he absolute values of the percentaget are not important in that this

will change as ailtinction of the project and personnel involved. What

is important is that the users are involved in all four phases. Their

involvement should ensure that -: 1) the end product will be relevant to

the needs of the intended audience, i) the content will be'valid, 3)

users will :hew the program as "theirs" and hencd, be more willing to

implement it.

Within each of the four phases area series of subordinateactivi-

ties. In this paper we will not, attempt to elaborate on those steps
b

except to say that the\phases and associalid activities are not mutually

'-

exclusive. Research activities may be conducted during the Development,

Phase, development activities, may be carried out during the,Implemendtion

Phase and of course, evaluation is carried Out in all stages. The

category labels simply indicate theelative emphasis of the different

types of activities. In other words, the Research. Phase's primary focus

is research, the Development Phase's, development, and so on.

t.
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During/the past.year the Department of Research and Development at

the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) has been testing

the utility of this process.' 0Aeoject_that,has been conducted using

the process as a guide is the tutoring/notetaking'(TiN) project. A

detailed description of the project has been reported elsewhere (Osguthorpe,

1976). In the past, two options were available at NTID for providing .

tutoring and notItaking services:

a

*ion 1: Professionals (master's degree level of training) serving,_

as both tutors And notetakers. \

Ofition : Professionals serving as tutors and student volunteers as

notetakers. 0

The first option,became prohibitive from,a cost perspective as tice

institute increased its enrollmentlrom 89 to approximately 900 students.

The second option resulted in notes of varying quality And decreased

contact between the professionals and cburse ins;ructors. The T/N
I

ptoject was initiated to provide an Alternative that would maintain

quality at a reduced cost. The objective of 'the'project has been to

train normal-hearins peer to tutor and take notes for deaf college

,

students enrolled in regular college classes.

Before describing the application of the R & D process to this pro-
.

ject, it is important 6 identip,the upers".° As is the case with most

educational programs, the users.ere composed"of several different grOups.
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In this project four distinct groups of "users" were identified.= The

professionals were Considered as the primary group users in the

project because it habeen their responsibility to provide tutoring and

notetaking services andbecause the plat called for them to assume the

managerial responsibilities for the prom= once It was ceyeloped.

-Another group of "users" wo.uld'be the TiN's who would be trained to

*
%

provkde the service. The T/N's were undergraduate hearing students at

the Rochester Institute of lqchnology (RIT)." Deaf students must also be

considered as users.-in this project. Fiaally,.administrators who au-

thorize the expenditure for the program are ira sense users:" It

should be clear at'this point that it would be'impractical to involve

all users in ihe R&D process. 'What is important is to ensure that each

group of Users iS involved and feels a sense of participation in the

;

.project. Since some groups.of users are usually more central to the

t
success of a. program than other groups, it is assumed that these groups

should be more heavily involved in the R & D process. Thi. 'systematic
Ala

involvement of user groups in research and development activities is in

direct response to Bell's (1975) injunction that researchers avoid. the

common practice of designing programs and conducting studies in complete

isolation.
A

a

In order to'illustrate the effects Of the R & D process a summary

')
will be given.of the TO.projedt as it has progressed through the Re-

.

'search Development, Implementation and Maintenance phases4

`6)

4

7

I

(
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The Resgarch Phase

_In the Research Phabe data should be gathered to document an iden-
,

stifled need. This data should also provide insight into the most ap-
%

0-ropriate strategies for meeting the need. As strategies and/or pro-

grams are suggested, a thorough review of related researchand existing'.

prograMs should be completed. In Figure ,2 sample tasks are suggested

far each of the phases, including the Resehrch Phase. These tasks are

provided for illustrative purposes and should nei4er be considered ab a

complete list nor as mandatory for all R & D projects. In the case of

insert figure 2 about here

p

the,T/N project the needfor new support options became apparent as

ent numbers increased and the number of professional staa remained .

Constant. This iaentified,need was further assessed by interviewing

professional tutors and notetakers. As the need became clear, alternative

strategies were proposed. The strategy viewed as having the most potential
0 r V

for meeting the. established need was based largely on the use of parapro-

fessionals as tutors and notetakers. Experts in the area of parapro-
.

fessibnal tutoring were invited to NTID in a consultant rope and exist -

ins nqtetaking (espelally for deaf studellts) was re-

viewed. Following thede initial steps, it was determined that a train-

ing program should be developed for the purpose of ensuring that pare-
-

profesdtonals (normal-hearing peers) would have the necessary skills in

orderto provide effective tutoring and notetaking services for deaf

ti

8 d
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students. As Figure leuggestse program udertewere ngt heavily involved

in this phase of the pro3ect. They did have input into the needs assess-.,

ment but.-were not responsible for reviewing research or writing pro-
.

'posals. These tasks were conducted by the project manager. It is im-

portAt-to note, however, that the users were fully aware of the TIN

project and that it was in the Research Phase. This knowledge enabled

users, administrators, andthe TIN projkt manager to communicate more

-effectively concerning the specific roles and responsibilities of each

group. Users knew that their role would become increasingly important

as the project moved from research to development. Administrators'.

expectations and funding projections were aided because they could.

predict progress and specific task completion with greater accuracy.

The Development Phase

TheXevelopment Phase can best be differentiated from the Research

Phase by considering the outcomes of each phase. In the Research Phase,
4

the outcome can be characteriz ed as accumulated data. Some of this data

is collected apecificalliThr the project and some is reviewedfrom.pre-
.

vious research. The form that final write-ups take is completely de-
\

pendent on project needs,-but the prim ary outcomeiremaids as data.' If

instruments are cbnstructed, they are also designed for the collection

of data that will lead to program development, The instrument is not

'considered an end id itself. Tasks for the Development Phase ate
4P'

described in Figure 2. In each-task, it can be seen that the expected

outcome is some type of intervention program. While data collection is

essential in the Development Phase, it is not the primary purpose of the
4

9
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phate The primary purpose is to produce,an effective instruttional
0 ,,

program that will meet the needs identified in the Research.Phase.

.

As the T/N project moved from research to development, users

gradua1ly assumed an inceeasing ly important role. Professional tutors

and netetakers were asked for sUgtestions concerning the development oft

. a training guide for T/N's. Meetings were held with groups of pro-.

fessionals as well as separate meetings between the project manager and

indiVidual tutors. As the TIN guide waswritten,-professionals were

asked for critical feedback and suggestions%

Once the T/N guide was complete, the training program was designed.

Again, e ssionals and other faculty played a key role in'the planning

0-
and conducting of the training program. After T/N's had completed the

training program, the project manager continued in a supervisory role

meeting with T/N's weekly and suggesting methods for improving their-
/

tutoring and notetking skills. In essence, this constituted the field
A

test of,the T/N concept which was still in the-development stage.
ti

Professionals were involved in the field test, usually as'scheduling

coordinators. They knew how many T/N's were serving, what students they.

were supporting, and the courses ;hey were covering. It should'be

nested, however, that professionals had little direct contact with T/N's

during the development phase.

At the +close of the first quarter of the T/N field test, formative

data were collected from each of the three populations involved: 1) T/N's

themselves, 2) students, and'3) faculty (see Figure 2). The input

,obtained from these three groups was used in making revisions in the TIN
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manual and training procedures (see Striven, 1969). It is important to

note,at this point that the TIN project remained an "experimental"

program throughout the Development Phase. The prithary Purpose of the

project during this phase was' to test the feasibility of the T/N con-

cept end re fine the program as opposed to providing the needed service.

Implementation Phase

During the ImplementatiOn Phase the project is still experimental,

but the nature of the expe riment has shifted. In the Development Phase

the experiment is to find a procedure that will work in controlled

'circumstances. In the Implementation Phase that pybcedure which worked

in a controlled environment is now.tested in the "real world" with all

the users or whom it was designed. The project director's role is one

of evaluaVon & revision, not one of direction:

At the writing of this paper, the T/N program is nearing the end of

the Implementation Phase. The-T/N manual has undergone extensive revi-

sion based on the formative data, several professionals in different

colleges have assumed full management responsibility, and the purpose of

the program is gradually shifting from experimental in nature to'that of

providing service to students. This shift in purpose is important for

two reasons. First, it is a signal that the program is being ,conducted

as it was originally envisioned and therefore must be carefully evaluated.

The eval,uatign should be summative in nature - comparing the effetts of

the program with come other alternative. It would have been inappro-

priate to gather this type of data earlier when the program wad in

embryo becaUse the data might have been misleading. For example, if

1
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the data were positive, it could be.attributed to the artificial manage-

-ment scheme and monitoring procedures that change duiing tie Implementa-

tion'Phase.

. Summative data, then, should be gathered when the program is in

transition from an experimental,study to an institute-wide system that

has been assimilated by users and has; in effect, becoie "theirs." The

7/N programis, now near the end of that'transitory phase. ,Managers have

begun to think of the program as their own. They are testing its effec-

tiveness with a variety of studentd in a'variety of courses. They

continue to provide helpful'input concerning changes.and augmentations

that would improve the program's utility.

Maintenance Phase '

.If the summative data collected in tire Implementation Phase in-

dicate,that a prograi is meeting the needs for which it wad developed,

the program'will-enter the Maintenan(e Phase. In the M.aintenance Phase

R & D personnel, assume a less important role in the program but continue,

to monitor its effects and make recommendations to program tanagers. If

it is determined that tile*program is no'longer meeting the intended

needs, or if the experimental environment changes and the original needs

R & D personnel may conclude that the program should be

discontinued. Additional R & D maintenance tasks are described in
/

Figure 2.

After summative data have been collected on the TIM program, a

decision'will be made concerning the program's future. If the data show

12
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that the program is meeting the needioriginally identified, the program

11 enter the Maintenance Phase. In the Maintenance I ' e, users. will
,

assume

..,.

A , - . .
.

all of the responflibilities,associhted with the management and ,

'
- , . y . , , 4

'training g-aspeCts of the :Program. R &.D perdonnel will assume a less .

visibrepis, bt will still be involved in the data collection needed

0,
..c.

. ,

to ensure,that consistently higlier quality support services are.beihg
--.-- ) 1 %

delivered. The'mechanisms for collecting such data will largely be

' integral to t he program at this point.- rather than, auxiliary to it.

);*,

This data might best be called system monitoring dat,(see Figure 2).

N_Lly gathering this type. of information, it is anticipated that program

improvements will continue as long.aiithe program is adthinistered.

If

4
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'The results of the T/N protect woui# suggest that the four phase

process can enhance the probability Orbringing about innovation, through

research and development efforts. That t to .say that the process
y

precludes the,occurrence of difficulties. It should be noted that the

T/N project did 'encounter tome resistance. It should also be noted,

however, ,that the problems that developed in the T/N project could

usually be attributed to'pOor Communication 'bet\INen theR & D staff and

, .

the users. Part of this communication consisted of role clarification.

It was found that when R & D staff sand admig4stratOrs took time to

clarify roles using the model, users and reseafchers had congruent

expectations.

There is no question tat when R & D personnel use the four phase

4

modli projects are completed at a slower rate. Involving users and

administrators in the decision making* i'acesses takes time. The trade-
.

.nry

off is the gFeater assurance that R ndings will actually result in

%-r . L. .

improved practice. In the opinion of Vle. guthors, the trade-off is

.

worth it. ,

.

,o'

'

4I

S
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Facilitating Change Through A Simplified R-& D Process (EVA)

RUSSELL 1T. OSOUTHORPE
MILO,B. BISHOP

National Technical rncitute for theDeaf

A fours phase process is described4rhich is designed to Aid R & D

personnel in their attempt to institute change,in educatiOnal practice.

The four phases include: 1) ReaearCh, 2) Development, 3) ImplementaVon

and 4) Maintenance. Emphasis is placed on increasing "user" involvement

within each stage of the process. Results are given of an R & IQ:project

which toed the four phase process as a guide. ,The results show that the

process can be wsefT

personnel.

I

v

Ters and.:administraors, as well as R &:D
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. A fourhase process 'showing-the percentage

off involvement of users and R & D personnel.

I
p

Figure Sample tasks emphasizing the role of

evaluation in each of the four phases of the R & D process.
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Research Development

ve

K

Implementation Maintenance

as

n.

ce

S

Review existing research
literature

Review available
trairvtig programs

Review existing
measurement
instruments

Design
measurement
instruments

Gather descnptive data

Design and conduct
experimental
stuehes

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Determine program
objectives

Identify and organize
content

"Invotve content experts

Select instructional
strategies

Identity appropriate
delivery system(s)

Discuss content. strategy
and delivery syitern
proposals with users

Desgn format sPecifif
cations for materials
to be developed

Produce mstnictional
package (manuals media
supports. etc )

eettign management System

Field test vth users
program segments as they
are completed

Field test entire program
ofirb users on limited scale

FORMATIVE EVALUATION

r Explain program trves

to total userpbpulajciajegpii

ExplalA useise role(s) in
prograt?irnOerneritaan

Recruit Atonal perpcnnel
necessa

1

Train program managers, proctors
or tutors. etc

Schedule imervice training

Schedule student/program
contact

Determine pay scale

Project future lunding

Perform Est analyse;

Refine management system

Refine piogram

SUMMAT1VE EVALUATION

Review personnel
needs
Expand a. nxluce
Pfinfarn If
necessary
RelVirti cost analyses
Make minor
program revisions

SYSTEM MONITORING

Should a program be
dbvelopect'
11 so. what needs pound

address'

How can the grogram be
improved'

What is the worth of
the program'
Shoup the program be
continued"

.`A

is the program continuing
to meet tne original
0000ives?


